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1    Introduction 

In this paper, we present a new construction of the minimal unitary repre- 
sentation of .#8(8) {i-6- the maximally split real form of the exceptional Lie 
group Eg) on a Hilbert space of complex functions in 29 variables1. The min- 
imal realizations of classical Lie algebras and of G2 were given by Joseph a 
long time ago [22, 23]. The existence of the minimal unitary representation 
of JE8(8) was first proved by Vogan [35] who located it within the framework 
of Langland's classification. Later, the minimal unitary representations of 
all simply laced groups, including #8(8)? #7(7) and E6^ were constructed by 
Kazhdan and Savin [25], and Brylinski and Kostant [5, 6, 7, 8] by rather 
different methods. Gross and Wallach gave yet another construction of the 
minimal representation of Eg^ as well as for all exceptional groups of real 
rank four [17]. For the exceptional group Es^ the minimal orbit is 58 
dimensional, corresponding to its quotient by a distinguished parabolic sub- 
group. The representations of #8(8) over the spaces of functions on the 128 
dimensional coset space E8^/SO(16) were studied in [1], 

While formulas for G2 similar to the ones derived here for #8(8) can be 
found in [6], however, an explicit realization of the simple root (Chevalley) 
generators in terms of pseudo-differential operators for the simply laced ex- 
ceptional groups was given only very recently [26], together with the spherical 
vectors necessary for the construction of modular forms. We present here 
an alternative realization of #8(8)5 which has the advantage of yielding very 
compact formulas, in contradistinction to the rather complicated expressions 
obtained by multiple commutation of the simple root generators [27]. The 
main reason for the relative simplicity of our final expressions (7) and (12) is 
their manifest #7(7) covariance, in spite of the fact that #7(7) is not realized 
linearly. The compactness of our formulas makes them especially suitable 
for applications in string and M theory which have primarily motivated the 
present work. 

Although the present article is mainly addressed to a physicists' audi- 
ence, let us first summarize the main results in a somewhat more mathe- 
matical language. The minimal representation of a noncompact group G 
corresponds, in general, to the quantization of its smallest co-adjoint orbit. 
In the case of #8(8) the minimal co-adjoint orbit is 58-dimensional. Starting 
from the 5-graded decomposition of the associated Lie algebra £$ given in 
eq. (4) below, it can be obtained simply as the co-adjoint orbit of the highest 
root generator (designated by # in eq. (6)). In this 5-graded decomposition 

1A preliminary account of some of the results presented in section 2 has already ap- 
peared in [29]. 
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of eg one can readily identify a maximal non-semisimple subalgebra p as the 
annihilator of this generator, i.e. 

&),£] = 0 (1) 

The subalgebra p is generated by the grade zero subalgebra ej together 
with the grade 1 and grade 2 elements of the full eg Lie algebra {i.e. the 
generators (Eij^E1^) and E in eq. (6)). The orthogonal complement of this 
parabolic subalgebra is a 58 dimensional nilpotent subalgebra n. In the 
notation of section 2, the latter is generated by the grade 0 element if, the 
grade (—1) elements (i7^,!™), and the grade (—2) element F. Acting with 
this nilpotent subalgebra on the generator E corresponding to the highest 
root one obtains the generators corresponding to the minimal orbit. Thus 
we see that the minimal orbit can be identified with the coset space i£8(8)/*P 
where ^{3 is the parabolic subgroup generated by p. 

We were led to this minimal unitary representation rather naturally from 
the novel geometric realization of ^8(8) on ^57 found in our previous work 
[18]. As shown there, the exceptional groups can be realized via conformal or 
quasiconformal transformations leaving invariant generalized "light-cones"; 
these transformations are analogous to the non-linear action of the Mobius 
group on the real line. Our construction relied essentially on the connection 
with Jordan algebras and Preudenthal triple systems. To proceed from there 
to the unitary realization on a suitable (infinite dimensional) Hilbert space of 
functions, we must first identify a phase space realization of this system and 
then quantize it. For the #7(7) subgroup this phase space realization involves 
28 coordinates X^ and 28 momenta Pij, such that all £7(7) variations can 
be realized via the canonical action 

SQX = {Q, X}P.B. ,    SQP = {Q, P}P.B. (2) 

where Q = Q(X, P) is the appropriate E7^ charge. For the canonical re- 
alization of the full ^8(8) we have to add the momentum p conjugate to the 
57th coordinate y, and replace the Mobius action on y by the symplectic 
realization acting on the two dimensional phase space spanned by y and 
p. The minimal unitary representation of £^8(8) 'ls then obtained by quanti- 
zation, i.e. replacement of the classical momenta by differential operators. 
This requires in addition a prescription how to deal with the ordering am- 
biguities arising in the non-linear expressions for the Lie algebra generators. 
The latter are then realized as self-adjoint operators on some dense subspace 
of L2(M29). This coordinate space (Schrodinger) representation is reformu- 
lated in section 3 as an oscillator realization in terms of annihilation and 
creation operators acting in a particle basis. By going to the corresponding 
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coherent state basis of this oscillator realization labelled by 29 complex co- 
ordinates one obtains the Fock-Bargmann realization of the minimal unitary 
representation over an Hilbert space of holomorphic functions. 

The irreducibility of the minimal representation is put in evidence by 
showing that the quadratic Casimir operator of #8(8)? when expressed in 
terms of either the coordinate or the oscillator basis reduces to a c-number; 
a general argument shows that likewise the higher order Casimirs reduce to c- 
numbers in our realization. When restricted to the subgroup Ej^ x SX(2, R) 
the minimal representation decomposes into an infinite sum (actually an in- 
tegral, see [5]) of irreducible representations oiE7^ x 5X(2, R). Remarkably, 
the quadratic Casimir of #7(7) obtained from the minimal realization is iden- 
tical with the quartic invariant of E7^ when expressed as a function of the 
28 coordinate and 28 momentum operators (or equivalently, the 28 anni- 
hilation and 28 creation operators in the oscillator basis). The irreducible 
representations of 5JL(2, E) that occur in the decomposition of the minimal 
representation #8(8) w.r.t. #7(7) x SX(27 M) are all labelled by the eigenvalues 
of this quartic invariant. 

As already mentioned our chief aim with the present work is to present 
the results in such a way that they can be readily applied in the context of 
string and M theory (for instance, readers familiar with [10] should have no 
difficulties following our exposition). In particular, our results apply in the 
context of the (super)conformal quantum mechanics description of quantum 
black holes [11, 9, 30]. In that work, unitary representations of 5L(2,M) 
played a crucial role in the classification of physical states. It is therefore 
an obvious idea to extend these concepts to maximal supergravity. Indeed, 
the candidate Hamiltonian which we obtain as one of the #3(8) Lie algebra 
generators reads 

Lo = \[p2 + y2 + 4y-2h(X,P)} (3) 

which is precisely of the form studied by the authors of [11, 9, 30], with the 
only difference that they have a (coupling) constant instead of the differen- 
tial operator l4(X, P). Here I4 is the quartic invariant of #7(7) expressed as 
a function of the 28+28 variables X2-7 and P^-; when acting on one of the 
irreducible subrepresentations of £7(7) under its subgroup E7^ x SX(2,M) 
it yields the associated eigenvalue of the quadratic £7(7) Casimir. As shown 
for instance in [18] in the context of the classical theory, the quartic invari- 
ant can assume both positive and negative values, and vanishes for ^ or | 
BPS black hole solutions of N = 8 supergravity [24, 14, 13]. It is there- 
fore tempting to interpret (3) as the effective Hamiltonian describing (in 
some approximation) N = 8 quantum black holes, such that every subrep- 
resentation with a fixed eigenvalue of the operator I4 is identified with the 
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space of physical states associated with the corresponding black hole solu- 
tion of N = 8 supergravity. An interpretation along similar lines has also 
been suggested in [16]. Interestingly, for the vanishing eigenvalues of 14, the 
Hamiltonian simplifies drastically, and the state space reduces to the well 
known singleton representation of SX(2,IR). 

Another (and possibly related) physical application of minimal repre- 
sentations has been outlined in [26]. That work evolved from an earlier 
attempt to determine the i?4 corrections directly from the supermembrane 
and to understand them in terms of so-called "theta-correspondences" [31]; 
see also [34] for a related attempt to come to grips with the non-linearities 
of the supermembrane. 

2    Coordinate Space (Schrodinger) Representation 

We first recall some basic features of the non-linear realization of ^8(8) on 

R57 coordinatized by 57 real variables {Xli,Xij:y} (i,j = 1,... ,8), see [18] 
for our notations and conventions, and further details. A key ingredient in 
that construction was the 5-graded decomposition oiEs^ w.r.t. its subgroup 
i?7(7) x 51/(2, R). Denoting its Lie algebra by eg we have 

es    =   0""2efl~1©floefl+100+2. (4) 

An important property of this decomposition is the fact that the subspaces 
of grade —1 and —2 together form a maximal Heisenberg subalgebra. The 
corresponding generators El^Eij G g-1 and E G fl~2 obey the commutation 
relations 

[JE^.E*,]   =   2i5%E. (5) 

Obviously, this algebra can be realized as a classical Poisson algebra on a 
phase space with 28 coordinates XlJ and 28 momenta Pij = Xij, and one 
extra real coordinate y to represent the central term. We have 

&  := yX**,    En := yPij,    E :=  \y2. (6) 

It is then straightforward to determine the generators of the ey subalgebra 
in terms of these phase space variables (for instance by requiring that they 
reproduce the ^7(7) variations via (2)). They are realized by the following 
63+70 bilinear expressions in Xu and Pij 

tfj    :=   2XikPkj + \XklPkl8), 

Qijkl     ._     _lX[iJXkl}+l_eijklmnPqPmnPp^ (7) 
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To extend this canonical realization to the full £^(8)? we need one more 
variable, the momentum p conjugate to y. Combining the symplectic real- 
ization of SX(2,R) with the non-linear variations (23) and (24) of [18] we 
can then deduce the classical (phase space) analogs of the i?8(8) generators. 
Owing to the non-linearity of the realization, the resulting expressions are 
not only quadratic, but go up to fourth order in the phase space variables 
X1! and Pfj, and moreover contain inverse powers of y. Thus all generators 
of ^(s) can be realized on a 58-dimensional phase space coordinatized by 
{Xli, Pij ; y,p}. The minimal unitary 29 dimensional representation of i?8(8) 
is then obtained by quantization, i.e. by introducing the usual momentum 
operators obeying the canonical commutation relations 

[^,PW]  = i$, [y,p} = i. 

In elevating the #8(8) generators to quantum operators the only problem 
vis-a-vis the classical phase space description is the non-commutativity of 
the coordinate and momentum operators, which requires some ordering pre- 
scription (we note, that the E7^ generators (7) are insensitive to re-ordering 
the coordinates and momenta). Since we are interested in finding a unitary 
representation we insist that all operators are hermitean w.r.t. to the stan- 
dard scalar product on L2(K29). We thus arrive at a unitary representation 
of the jE^g) Lie algebra in terms of self-adjoint operators acting on (some 
dense subspace of) a Hilbert space of complex functions in 29 real variables 
{Xl^y}. We emphasize that this realization requires complex functions, for 
the same reason that the Schrodinger representation of the one-dimensional 
point particle requires complex wave functions2. 

Before writing out the 2?8(8) generators, let us list the E?^ commutation 
relations 

[GVG*,]   =   i8k
jG

i
l-i5\Gkj, 

[Gi
j,G

klmn]   =   -4i4fcG'mn]i-i4Gfc/mn, 

[fyijkl   svmnpqi     __     J_   ijkls[mnp riq] /o\ 

Observe that only the 5L(8, R) subgroup acts by linear transformations; its 
maximal compact subgroup 50(8) is generated by G~-, where 

Gg := \ (G'j ± (Pi) • (9) 

2As we show in the next section the generators of Es{&) can be rewritten in terms of 
bosonic annihilation and creation operators. In the corresponding coherent state basis the 
Hilbert space will involve holomorphic functions in 29 variables. 
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For later convenience, we also define 

and the selfdual and anti-selfdual combinations 

Gy« == \ (G**' ± Gijkl) (ID 

where the G^M are compact and the Gf-kl non-compact. 

The following generators extend this representation to the full #8(8) (we 
use the same notation for the elements of es as in [18], in accordance with 
its 5-graded structure): 

E   :=    ^y2, 

H   :=    \{yp + py), 

Fij    :=    -pXij+ 2iy-l[Xij ,h{X,P)} 

=    -4y-lXikPklX
li -I y-l(XijPkiX

kl + X^P^X^) 
+ y-\WrnnPqpkiPmnPpq_pXii ^ 

Fij    ~   -pPij + 2iy-1[Pij,h(X,P)} 

=    4 y-iPgXUpij + \ y-HPijX^Pk, + PkiX^Pij) 

 L/i/~l,r Y^ Ymn YPQ  _ /n P 

F   :=    ip2 + 2y-274(X,P). (12) 

The hermiticity of all generators is manifest.   Here J^X, P) is the fourth 
order differential operator 

h{X,P)    :=   -i^'P^'fii + ^X^^A:") 

+i(.rj'i^A-fc'pw + PijXvPkiX"1) 
_ J_ Jjklmnpq p.. p    p      p 

 1_ yij ykl -Ymn ypq   ,   547 /-i Q\ 
96 tijklmnpq^-    -^-    -^v       yv      "^   16   ' v     / 

As a function of X2-7 and Pij this operator represents the quartic invariant 
of £7(7) because 

[(?j , J4(X, P)] = [G^1, h(X, P)] = 0. (14) 
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We emphasize the importance of the ordering adopted in (13) for the van- 
ishing of (the second of) these commutators. Orderings that differ from (13) 
by a term containing the Euler operator iX^Pij break £7(7) invariance. On 
the other hand, (14) is insensitive to re-orderings which differ from (13) only 
by a c-number, and in the absence of a preferred ordering there is thus no 
absolute significance to the additive constant appearing in the definition of 
I4. For instance, an admissible re-ordering is 

-I (Pj&i - (PWGijk! = h{X, P) - ^ . (15) 

This relation confirms our previous assertion that, when acting on a given 
representation of £7(7), I± is just the quadratic £7(7) Casimir invariant, up 
to an additive constant. 

For the derivation of (12), we note that, as already pointed out in [5], the 
crucial step is the determination of the operators E and F corresponding to 
the lowest and highest root of #8(8) 5 respectively. The expressions for i™ 
and Fij then follow by commutation with E^ and Eij. While the derivation 
of [5] relied on a generalization of the so-called "Capelli-identity", the form 
of our operators E and F follows directly from #7(7) invariance and a scaling 
argument, up to the additive constant in (13). The latter originates from 
the re-ordering required to bring the commutator of Fij and i™ into the 
"standard form" defined by the r.h.s. of (13). 

As anticipated, all generators transform covariantly under the full #7(7) 
group. 

[G^.E^]   =   i5k
jE

il-i8ljEik-{SijEkl, 

[CPjiEu]   =   iSi
kElj-i5

i
lEkj + yijEkl, 

[GijiF*1]   =   i5kjFil -i8ljFik-\SijFkl, 

[G'j.Fu]   =   i4^-i*l^i + H^- (16) 

The remaining part of #7(7) acts as 

[G^kl,Emn}   =   -i6%nE
kll 

[GiJkl
iE

mn]   =   -^eijklmnpqEpq, 

[G^'.JU]   =   -i5[iinFklh 
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The grading of the generators is given by the dilatation generator H 

[H.E)    -   -2i£, [H,F\   =   2iF, 

[H,E^]   =   -IE1*,       [H,F^}   =   iFV, (18) 

[H, Eij]    =    —i Eij ,        [J3", i^j]    =   i i^j . 

The remaining non-vanishing commutation relations are 

[£nj,i?w] = 12 iG^, [^,FW] = AiS^G^-id^H, 

[Ei^Fu] - -12iGiiW, [EijiF*1] = AiSfG^x + id^H, 

[Ei^Eki]   =   21^, I^,^/]   =   21^, 

[E, i^j]    —    —i E^ , [F , JS^-]    =   i Fij , 

[E,F]    =   iff. 

The £78(8) commutation relations are the same as in [18], except that the 
structure constants carry an extra factor of i. As can be verified by com- 
putation of the Cartan Killing form from the structure constants that can 
be extracted from the above commutation relations, the maximal compact 
subgroup SO (16) is generated by the following linear combinations of i?8(8) 
generators 

G-j,   G-jkl,   Eij + F*,   W-Fij,   E + F. (20) 

This confirms that we are indeed dealing the split real form E^. 

The quadratic £78(8) Casimir operator (in a convenient normalization) is 
a sum of three terms 

C2 [Em} = C2 [SL{2, R)] + C2 [£7(7)] + C'2 (21) 

with 

C2[SX(2,IR)]     :=    \(EF + FE-\H2), 

C2 [£77(7)]    '=   -5 GljGji - 3 GljklGijki, 

0,    =    I (E^Fij + FijE^ - EijF*' - i™J5^) .       (22) 

Here the terms in the first and second line represent the Casimir operators 
of the SX(2,R) and £77(7) subalgebras, respectively. When substituting the 
explicit expressions in terms of coordinates and momenta for the generators, 
we obtain 

C2[5L(2,E)]    -   /4-^, 

C2[£77(7)J    =   3/4 — 969 
16   ' 

237 C>2    =    -4/4-237. (23) 
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Hence all terms containing the operators X^^Pij^y and p actually cancel, 
leaving us with a constant value for the minimal representation 

C2[E8{S)] =-120 (24) 

which is the i?8(8) analog of the result 

C2[SX(2,R)] =\g-&t (25) 

familiar from conformal quantum mechanics - except that there is no cou- 
pling constant any more for E8^ that we can tune! Of course, unlike for 
the group SL(2, M) 3, this result does not by itself imply the irreducibility of 
the minimal representation of #8(8) ■ To show that, we have to compute in 
addition the eigenvalues of the higher order #8(8) Casimir invariants. How- 
ever, it is almost self-evident that these, too, will collapse to c-numbers when 
the coordinates and momenta are substituted, for the simple reason that we 
cannot build #8(8) invariants from the coordinate and momentum operators 
alone. This is in stark contrast to the singleton representation of #7(7) for 
which the coordinates and momenta do form a non-trivial (linear) represen- 
tation of #7(7), permitting the construction of non-vanishing higher order 
#7(7) invariants. This provides an independent argument that the minimal 
representation of #8(8) is indeed irreducible. 

We conclude this section by giving the Chevalley generators correspond- 
ing to the eight simple roots of #8(8)5 w^h the labeling indicated in the 
figure. 

2       3        4        5       6        7        8 

Figure 1: Numbering of simple roots of #8(8) 

3Modulo the subtlety that the two singleton irreps of 5L(2, R) have the same eigenvalue 
of the Casimir. 
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They are 

e1    =    12 G4567    ,       h =   12 G1238 

62    =    Gh    ,               h =   G\, 
=    G32, 

64     =    G34     ,                   /4 =     G43, 

65     =     G4
5     ,                    h =   G5

4, 

66     =     G5
6     ,                    h =   G6

5, 

67     =     G6
7     ,                    h =   G76, 

68     =     S78     ,                    h =     ^78- 

i generators of the Cartan subalgebra are given by 

/ii   =   G44 + Gh + G\ + G7
7   =   - -G^-G^- 

h2   =   G\-Gh, 
h   =   G22-Gh, 

h4     =    G33-G44, 

h5   =   G\-G5
5, 

h6   =   G55-G66, 

h7   =   G\-G7
7, 

hs   =   G7
7 + G\-\H. 

(26) 

(27) 

Comparison with the formulas given in the appendix of [26] shows that the 
basis of coordinate vs. momentum variables used there differs from ours by 
the choice of polarization (or "Fourier transformation"). Accordingly, the 
linearly realized subgroup exposed there is also different from ours. 

3    Oscillator Representation 

In the coordinate representation, the linearly realized SX(8, M) subalgebra 
of #7(7) plays a distinguished role. As is well known, however, there is 
another basis of £7(7), which is equally important in supergravity and su- 
perstring theory, where iSX(8,R) is replaced by 577(8) [10]. In this section, 
we demonstrate that the full i?8(8) Lie algebra can be rewritten in terms of 
this complex basis. The change of basis is equivalent to the replacement 
of coordinates and momenta by creation and annihilation operators, and 
thus to the replacement of the coordinate representation by a holomorphic 
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(Bargmann-Fock) representation. This will allow us to establish the con- 
nection with the oscillator realization of £7(7) discovered already some time 
ago [19]. For this purpose, we introduce the creation and annihilation (or 
raising and lowering) operators 

aAB     ■=     ^AB^-'^ii) 

*AB   :=    ^?lUxij + iPii) = {aAB)] (28) 

The normalization has been chosen such that 

laAB,a
CD]=5c

A° (29) 

Substituting these operators into (7) and defining 

I*   B     —     -A^ij^AB+S^ijkll-AB-^B   , 

G"*™   :=   (ii^y-^GSu)!^^, (30) 

we obtain the singleton representation of E7(7\ in the SU(8) basis of [19] 

G
A

B    :=   2aAcaBc-\5iaCDaCD 

GABCD    :=    \a^BaCD^-^eABCDEFGHaEFaGH (31) 

where G
A

B now generates the 577(8) subgroup of £^7(7). In deriving this 
result, we made use of the formulas (see e.g. the appendices of [10, 12]) 

TTijkl       1    ijklmnpq -pmnpq /'Q9^ 
1 AB     — 24e i AB {**) 

and 

PU    rkl        _ 2Mrj]mrmi     ,r[ij   rkl] 
l[ABLCD]     - 3°     i [AB1 CD] i"i [AB1 CD] 

^[AB^CD]     =     ^ABCDEFGH^EF^GH 

V[ABVCD}     =     ~ ^ABCDEFGH^EFVGH 
      _i_ 1  -ijklmnpq pran -npq /QQ^ 
—     ^M6 L[ABLCD] VM; 

We note the complex (anti)self-duality relation 

GABCD = (GABCD)    = -^eABCDEFGHG (34) 

and the commutation relations 

[GVGC!>]   =   6C
BG

A
D-6AGC

B, 

{GA
B,G

CDEF]   =   -4 5g?GDEF1A-i^GCI,SF, 

[GABCD   ^FG^     =     ^^BCD/IBFGQ-H]^ (35) 
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In order to render the remaining J38(8) generators SU(8) covariant, we define 

EAB   ■■=   ^T'igiE'i+iE^^yaAB, 

The computation is more tedious for the generators which are cubic and 
quartic in the oscillators, and most conveniently done by checking the £3(8) 
algebra again. We have 

F   =    lP
2 + 2y-2h(a,a^ (37) 

with the SU(S)   invariant expression for 1^ in terms of oscillators 

l4(a,at) = h(X,P) 
=   +\{aABaBcaCDaDA + aABaBCacDaDA) 

-l(aABaABaCDacD + aABaABacDaCD) 
, 1 ABCDEFGH^ n      n 

+ 96 tABCDEFGHa      CL      a      a        +-16-•      \3°) 

Note that the normal-ordered version of /4 (with all the annihilators to the 
right) is not £7(7) invariant, because 

14(0,0*)  =  \h{a,<fy. -^-49 (39) 

with the number operator 

M~aABaAB (40) 

which does not commute with GABCD. 

The remaining generators are now straightforwardly deduced by com- 
muting F with EAB and EAB' 

FAB    :=    ^Li^-^)  ^ilEAB,F} 
=    -paAB + y-'ia^acna00 + aCDacDaAB) 

+4iy-1 aAcacDaDA -^y^^^^^acDasFaaH, 

FAB   :=   ^^(^+ iFy)  = i[SAB ,F] 

=    -pctAB - ^"H^B^^acD + acDaCDaAB) 

-Aiy-1 aAca-CDaDQ + J2y-l^ABCDEFGHaCDaEFaGH . (41) 
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These generators now transform covariantly under the SU(8)   group 

[G
A

B,ECD}   =   5£EDB-6£EcB + \6iEcD, 

[G
A

B,FCD]   =   S£FDB-6£FcB + iS%FCD, (42) 

and the remaining part of £7(7) acts as 

[GABCD,EEF]   =   -6^ECDK 

[GABCD,FEF}   =   -S^FCDK (43) 

Furthermore, 

[EAB,E
CD}    =   28™ E, 

[FAB,F
CD]   =   26ZEF, 

[EAB^FCD]    =    _12iG^C7Dj 

[EAB,F
CD

)   =   -2i6^GD]
B]-S™H. (44) 

It remains to discuss the SL(2, R) subgroup, for which we likewise switch 
to a complex basis (the SU(1,1) basis) 

L, o 
Li 

L-i 

=    UE + F) = \{p2 + y-i)+y-2h{X,P), 

=   \{E-F + \H) = \{y + \p)2-y-2h{X,P), 

=    l(E-F-iH) = \(y-ip)2-y-2h(X,P), (45) 

In the absence of the term containing y~2, it would again be convenient to 
employ creation and annihilation operators b ~ -^(y + ip) and b' = 775(2/~ 
ip) to recover the well known singleton representation of 5(7(1,1), but for 
non-vanishing value of the quartic #7(7) invariant it is not possible to switch 
this term off. The presence of y~l and y~2 makes it somewhat awkward 
to express all generators in terms of creation and annihilation operators, so 
one might prefer to keep the coordinate representation in this sector. The 
commutation relations are, however, not affected by the choice of variables. 

[Lo , L±1]   =   TL±1 ,        [L+i, L-i] = 2 Lo . (46) 

This basis is no longer hermitean, but 

4 = 10,    (Lii)1 = LTl (47) 

Diagonalizing the new hermitean generator 2Lo instead of H we obtain 
an alternative 5-graded decomposition 

e8  = r2er1ee0ee+1ee+2. (48) 
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such that 

(!0)t = f ,      (|±l)t = ^=1 ^      £±2)1 = 6T2 (49) 

We note that, strictly speaking, the elements of ln by themselves do not 
belong to the real Lie algebra eg as defined in section 2, but to its complex- 
ification. It is only the hermitean linear combinations which do. 

The subspaces of grade ±2 are one-dimensional with generators Lzpi, the 
grade 0 space is spanned by the £7(7) generators (7) together with LQ and 
the subspaces of grade ±1 are generated by £AB, £AB and J:AB ^ TAB defined 
by 

eAB 

£AB 

TAB 

FAB 

:=    ^{EAB + iF^B), 

:=    -^{EAB + i-FAB), 
        1   trr'AB       • T?AB\ 

-     V2^E       ~lF      )' 
:=    ^{EAB-iFAB), (50) 

respectively. In terms of these generators all structure constants are real: 

[L+1,E
AB] = 2TAB, 

[L.lyTAB} = -2£AB, 

[£AB,£
CD

] = 2L-U 

[FAB,?    ] = 2I/+1, 
{£AB^CD] = -12GABCD, 

\£AB^
CD

]   =   -2 6^GD]
B]+25^L0. (51) 

4    Decompositions and Truncations 

4.1    227(7) X 5JL(2,R) decomposition of the minimal unitary 
representation of 228(8) 

A non-compact group G admits unitary representations of the lowest weight 
(or highest weight) type if and only if the quotient G/K of G with respect to 
its maximal compact subgroup K is an Hermitean symmetric space [20, 21]. 
Prom this theorem it follows that the simple non-compact groups that ad- 
mit lowest (highest) weight unitary representations are 50(71,2), SU(n,m), 
50*(2n), Sp(2n,R), -B6(_14), and E7(_2±). The unitary lowest (highest) 
weight representations belong to the holomorphic (anti-holomorphic) dis- 
crete series and within these representations the spectrum of, at least, one 
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generator is bounded from below (above). More generally, a non-compact 
group G admits representations belonging to the discrete series if it has the 
same rank as its maximal compact subgroup4. Thus the non-compact group 
.Eg(8) as well as Ef^ admit discrete series representations. However, they 
are not of the lowest or highest weight type. 

In this subsection we will analyze the decomposition of the minimal rep- 
resentation of ^8(8) with respect to its subgroup ^7(7) x SX(2,R), but using 
the complex basis of the last section. The group 577(1,1) admits holomor- 
phic and anti-holomorphic unitary representations, and they exhaust the list 
of discrete series representations for 311(1,1). (This is not true for higher 
rank non-compact groups admitting such representations.) As mentioned 
earlier, the realization of the 5/7(1,1) subgroup within the minimal unitary 
representation of £^(8) is precisely of the form that arises in conformal quan- 
tum mechanics [11]. This is perhaps not surprising since we obtained our 
realization from the geometric action of E8^ as a quasi-conformal group in 
57 dimensions [18]. 

By comparison of the SU(1,1) subgroup (45) with that of [11] it follows 
that the coupling constant g in conformal quantum mechanics is simply 

g   =   UA{X,P) (52) 

in our realization. The quadratic Casimir of SU(1,1)   is 

C2 [5-^(1,1)]    =   L'2
0-l(L1L-1+L-1L1)=l4(X,P)-±.     (53) 

Thus for a given eigenvalue of I^X, P), we are led to a definite unitary re- 
alization of SU(1,1). As we showed above, /4(X, P) is simply the quadratic 
Casimir operator of E7^ (cf. (15)) that commutes with 517(1,1), up to 
an additive normal ordering constant. Hence classifying all the possible 
eigenvalues of I±(X,P) within the minimal unitary realization of .£3(8) is 
equivalent to giving the decomposition of the #8(8) representation with re- 
spect to £7(7) x SU(1,1)5. Unitarity requires the eigenvalues of the Casimir 
operators to be real. Therefore all the eigenvalues of I4 must be real. As 
we showed above, the realization of #7(7) within #8(8) coincides with the 
singletonic oscillator realization of #7(7) [19]. The oscillator realization of 
#7(7) leads to an infinitely reducible unitary representation [19]. Hence the 
minimal representation of #8(8) wiU ^e infinitely reducible with respect to 
#7(7)X5C/(1,1). 

4For an excellent introduction the general theory of unitary representations of non- 
compact groups see [28]. 

5 Here we should note that in certain exceptional cases the eigenvalue of the quadratic 
Casimir operator may not uniquely label the unitary irreducible representation of 577(1,1). 
In such cases one needs to use additional labels such as the eigenvalues of LQ. 
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Denoting the eigenvalues of the quadratic Casimir operator SU(1:1)   as 

C2[SU(l,l))=j(j-l) (54) 

we find that 

j   =    li^ + i (55) 

Depending on the eigenvalue of J4 we will be led to one of the well-known 
series of representations of SU(1,1)   [2, 28] 

(a) Continuous principal series: 

j    =    \-ip,        0<p<oo, 

i(i-i)   -   -{\ + P
2
) < -\ (56) 

with the eigenvalues t of LQ unbounded from above and from below 

L   =   £o,4 ±1, €0 ±2,...        (£o€K) (57) 

(b) Continuous supplementary series: 

\3-\\  <  %-\eo\,      UAeR) (58) 

again with unbounded eigenvalues £ of LQ in both directions. 

(c) Holomorphic discrete series D+ (j) (lowest weight irreps): 

3    >   0    ,    £0 = 3 , U e K) 
^   =   i,; + l,i + 2, ... (59) 

(c) Discrete series D~(j) (highest weight irreps): 

j    >   0    ,    l0 = -j, (j € R) 

*   =   -i,-j-1,-i-2, ... (60) 

For vanishing quartic invariant I4 we find 

3    =    I    or    j =  f (61) 

corresponding to the two singleton irreps of 5C/(1,1). Note that the eigen- 
values of the Casimir operator for the two singleton irreps coincide. They 
are distinguished by the value of j which is the eigenvalue of LQ on the 
corresponding lowest weight vector. 
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4.2    The 517(2,1)   truncation of Es{8) 

To give the decomposition of the minimal representation of I?8(8) w.r.t. its 
-E?7(7) x SL(2,R) subgroup we need to determine all possible eigenvalues 
of I4(X\P) within our realization. Since this determination appears to 
be rather complicated, we shall study this question in a somewhat sim- 
pler setting by truncating #8(8) ^0 a special subgroup. #8(8) has the sub- 
group #6(2) x SU(2yl)i where #6(2) has the maximal compact subgroup 
311(6) x SU(2). It is instructive to truncate our realization to the SU(2,1) 
subgroup, which is one of the minimal subgroups that admit a non-trivial 
5-grading. This is achieved by introducing coordinate x and momentum px 

corresponding to the symplectic trace components of X2-7 and P^-, respec- 
tively: 

px    :=   ^WPij, (62) 

and throwing away the symplectic traceless components in our realization. 
The matrix fi^- is the symplectic metric defined by 

%    :-    (J    -1) (63) 

and Qw is its inverse: ilijSVk = Sf. The generators x and px obey the 
canonical commutation relation 

[x,px]    -   i. (64) 

The resulting expressions for the generators of SU(2:1)   are 

# := ^2, 

#t := yx, 

El := ypx, 

H := \{ypy+Pyy) 

A := -l^+vl) 
T?.  /r>nrk           JL/JI      ■'■ I rnnr\     f\ ,j.«3 r-j-    :=    -xpy-^y     yj,pxx-t-px), 

Fl     ■=    PxPy - \y~l{PxXPx + XZ) , 

F ■■= \p2y + \y-2(x2+p2x)2-\y-2, (65) 
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The 5-gradmg in the above basis is with respect to H which is the non- 
compact dilatation generator. To understand the resulting representation of 
SU(2,1) it is useful to go to the basis in which the Lie algebra of SU{2,1) 
has a 3-grading w.r.t. the compact (7(1) generator that commutes with the 
SU(2)   subgroup. 

The compact U(l) generator is 

Jo   -    i(s + F-|A) ■ = Lo-^A (67) 

and the 5(7(2)   generators are 

Js    =    1(^ + ^ + 2^), (68) 

with the commutation relations 

[Ji, Jj]    =    i e^/c Jfc ,     (i, j, A; = 1, 2, 3) 

[Jo,Ji]   =   0. (69) 

The grade ±1 generators are 

K±    =    (Et - F;) T 1(^4. - *t). 
L±   =    ±(E-FTiH), (70) 

satisfying 

[Jo,K±}   =. ±K±, 

[Jo,L±]   =   ±L±. (71) 

More explicitly we have 

K±   =   {(yTiPy) + ly~1[l + (x2+p2
x)]}{xTiPx), 

L±  =  {l(y^iPy)2-^y-2[-i + (x2+P2
x)
2}} (72) 

The generator JQ that determines the 3-grading of SU(2^ 1) w.r.t. maxi- 
mal compact subgroup SU(2) x !7(1) is manifestly positive definite. In terms 
of the annihilation and creation operators ax,a/x the generator JQ takes the 
form: 

Jo = j{y2 + Pl + y-2Nx{Nx + 1) + 2JV, + 1} (73) 
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where Nx = axax is the number operator. This implies that the resulting 
unitary irreducible representations of SU(2,1) must be of the lowest weight 
type (positive energy). Now the quadratic Casimir operator of 577(2,1) is 
given by 

C2 [51/(2,1)]    -    \{EF + FE)-\H2 + \A2 

+\{E^Fi+n^t) + K^^t+F^Ei)    (74) 

Substituting the expressions for the generators we find that the the quadratic 
Casimir of SU(2,1) becomes simply a c-number, namely 

C2[5t/(2,l)]=-^ (75) 

which suggests that the representation may be irreducible. To have an irre- 
ducible representation the cubic Casimir must likewise reduce to a c-number. 
However, we can study the irreducibility of the representation without hav- 
ing to calculate the cubic Casimir. Since we know that our representation 
is of the lowest weight type we can use the fact that a unitary irrep of the 
lowest weight type is uniquely determined by a set of states \fl) transforming 
irreducibly under the maximal compact subgroup SU(2) x U(l) and that are 
annihilated by all the generators of grade —1 under the 3-grading. Thus we 
need to find all such states that are annihilated by K- and L-: 

K_\n)    =   2(ay + ^y-l(Nx + l)yx\n)=0 

L-|fi)    =    l2(a2
y-±y-2Nx(Nx + l))\tt) = 0 (76) 

and that transform irreducibly under the maximal compact subgroup SU(2) x 
U(l). The only normalizable state satisfying these conditions is the one par- 
ticle excited state 

at|0) (77) 

where the vacuum state |0) is annihilated by both annihilation operators 

0*10) = 0 

OylO) = 0 (78) 

This state is a singlet of SU(2) and has the U(l) charge 1. This proves 
that the minimal realization of SU(2,1) obtained by truncation of the min- 
imal representation of ^8(8) ls d^so irreducible. 

The subgroup E^ x 517(1,1) of i?8(8) under truncation to 517(2,1) 
reduces to U{1) x 517(1,1). The generators of 517(1,1) subgroup of 5*7(2,1) 
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are given by 

L+   =   ±{E-F-iH) 

= {\(y-iPy)2-hy-2[-i + (x2+pl)2]} 

= {i(y + ^)2-^y-2[-i + (^+Px)2]} 

= {|(y2+P^) + ^y-2[-i + (^2+Px)2]} (79) 

They are therefore the analogs of the generators(45). The generator of [/(I) 
that commutes with 5i7(l, 1) is simply A. In this truncation the quartic 
£7(7) invariant reduces to 

l4 = U(x2+Pl)2-1] (80) 

which can be written in terms of the annihilation and creation operators as 

/4 = H(4a*)(4«a: + l)} (81) 

with the (obvious) identifications ax = — ^fi^a^ and al = ^SIAB^
3> 

Since the eigenvalues of the number operator a)a are non-negative integers n, 
the eigenvalues of J4 are simply |n(n +1). In fact the realization of SU(1,1) 
in this case leads to unitary lowest weight representations of the type studied 
in [11]. For n = 0 we get the singleton irreps of 517(1,1) corresponding to 
the values j = \ and |. Thus the minimal unitary representation of 517(2,1) 
decomposes into a discretely infinite set of irreps of 5(7(1,1) labelled by the 
eigenvalues of the 17(1) generator which is the analog of the £7(7) subgroup 
of i?8(8) for ^he 517(2,1) truncation. 

5    Outlook 

The finite dimensional conformal group 5C/(1,1) is well known to possess an 
infinite dimensional extension (the Witt-Virasoro group). One may therefore 
ask whether there exists a generalization of this fact to .©8(8) • ^n other words, 
does there exist an infinite dimensional Lie algebra (or Lie superalgebra) that 
contains the Witt-Virasoro algebra and J58(8) at the same time? While there 
appears to be no linear Lie algebra with this property (and no finite dimen- 
sional Lie superalgebra, either), an infinite dimensional non-linear algebra of 
W-type does exist. It is a nonlinear quasi-super conformal algebra denoted 
as Q©?8(8) [4]. The quasi-superconformal algebras in two dimensions were 
first introduced in[32] and further systematized in[3]. They were generalized 
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in[33] where two infinite families of nonlinear quasi-superconformal algebras 
were introduced. A classification of complex forms of quasi-superconformal 
algebras was given in [15]. In [4] a complete classification and a unified 
realization of the real forms of quasi-superconformal algebras were given. 

In the infinite central charge limit the exceptional quasi-superconformal 
algebra QES^ has the Lie algebra #8(8) as a maximal finite dimensional 
simple Lie subalgebra. The realization of Q-E^s) given in[4] involves 56 
dimension 1/2 bosons and a dilaton, which leads to a realization of #8(8) 
in the infinite central charge limit. It will be important to understand if 
the resulting realization can be related to the one given here. Furthermore 
one would like to know if one could use the methods of [4] to give a unified 
realization of the unitary representations of non-compact groups that act as 
quasi-conformal groups as formulated in [18], thus generalizing our minimal 
realization #8(8) to all such noncompact groups. 
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